Foundation Engineers without Borders the Netherlands

POLICY PLAN 2017

“If change isn’t systemic, it isn’t change at all.”
George Roter
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Aim of this document
This document is the policy plan of Engineers without Borders - The Netherlands (EWB-NL or EWB),
officially known as Stichting Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen (KVK 65174275), and describes our ambition,
principles, policy, vision and goals. The strategy (actions) to be taken to reach the goals are described in
underlying documents.
There are 3 pillars for our policy which together make us realise impact. The pillars are (1) Projects, (2)
Funding and (3) Communication and are further detailed in relevant below sections.

We are EWB
We believe in the power of those who want to make a change: local entrepreneurs and leaders with passion,
dreams and ideas on how to improve their life and that of their communities. Therefore, our goal is to
promote, teach and implement sustainable technical solutions in developing countries which can be
successfully adopted by local companies. By doing so we believe we help to enhance people’s quality of
life and the development of communities.
To reach that goal, our engineers give support with their knowledge to local organizations, NGO’s and
entrepreneurs, ensuring that their ideas get the necessary technical support. That’s why all our projects are
based on local request and include a business/social model behind them, so that a long-term, sustainable
impact is achieved, and local ownership is ensured.
Example projects are drinking water systems, sustainable off-grid energy, development of smart apps or
low-tech tools, set-up of small factories and enterprises. By participating in the projects, the engineers will
develop non-technical knowledge such as how to deal with cultural differences, social impact, institutional
models and entrepreneurship, which they also apply in their professional work
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Our Ambition
Our ambition is to improve well being of people living in developing countries using technology.

Our Principles
We reach our ambition based on the following principles
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EWB is a non-profit organisation
Our work is demand driven and guarantees local ownership
Engineering is a need in the project
We only support projects that have positive, long-term impact on people’s well being.
We provide sustainable solutions (Financial, Institutional, Ecological, Technological, Social)
Level 3 projects which means that the aim is to include a social/business plan and train a local
entrepreneur to make the project successful
Engineers invest their time and knowledge and are not paid by EWB
We are no competition with professional engineering firms, local and international
We provide a platform for knowledge exchange
Our engineers develop themselves by executing our projects
We provide our engineers with the opportunity to have a meaningful experience
EWB provides time and knowledge, not funding

Engineering
Based

Locally
Requested

No
Competition

Level 3 Aid

Sustainable

All projects EWB
engages in require
an engineering base.
This allows us to
utilize our strengths
and our skills to the
best of our abilities.
With our partners we
will achieve healthy
and sustainable
results that can
make a change.

Any local
entrepreneurs with
an idea or a passion
can request to
partner with us.
Together we
determine the
feasibility of a project
and progress to the
realization of a
dream. The result
shall be owned and
operated by the
requesting party.

In the execution of
our projects EWB is
determined not to
compete with
existing engineering
firms. Knowledge
provided by or work
performed by local
companies is
beneficial for local
economic and social
structures. If this is
not present, EWB
can help.

At EWB we believe
in local
entrepreneurship.
Level 3 aid implies
investing in ventures
that can boost local
development.

Our projects adhere
to the ‘FIETS’
criteria. For each
project the Financial,
Institutional,
Environmental,
Technological and
Social elements are
considered.
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Our Organisation
EWB-NL is a foundation registered at the chamber of commerce in the Netherlands; set up in January 2016.
The organisation works with volunteers, mainly engineers, to achieve its ambition. All volunteers and
engineers active within EWB-NL can also register to be a regular donor, also known as ‘Friends of EWBNL’. With exception of the board members no volunteers and engineers will represent EWB-NL legally. All
board members and advisory board members are compliant to the integrity requirements as formulated by
the Dutch Tax requirements for ANBI status.
The organisation of EWB-NL consists of:
● The board and supervisory board
● The sustainable development team
● The senior expert group
● The promotion & presentation team (future)
● Project coaches
● Project teams
Besides the above, EWB-NL is linked to Engineers without Borders International (EwB-int) as a startupmember. EWB International has tens of thousands members worldwide. The EWB’s keep each other
posted and their members informed through meet-ups and newsletters.

Remuneration Policy
No financial compensation is provided to board and advisory board members, other than compensation of
personal travel cost and EWB-NL related expenses. All board and advisory board members work on a
voluntary basis. Also engineers and support teams are not financially compensated for their efforts for EWBNL. They contribute to our organisation and projects with their time and expertise.
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Board
The main responsibilities of the board are:
● Ensure compliance with foundational statutes, ANBI guidelines, etc.
● establish policy of the foundation and its yearly update;
● ensure execution of policy plan;
● ensure transparency by having finances checked by a supervisory body, publishing;
● prepare and publish annual report;
● representing the foundation.
● Present (at least) quarterly updates/dashboards to the board to inform the board
In the Board the following roles with corresponding responsibilities are defined:

Chairman (required)
Ensure the effective and efficient functioning of the board;
Represent the general organisation to external stakeholders (figurehead)
Ensure tasks and responsibilities are well distributed between board members;
Manage critical path / tracking decision making
Chair quarterly board meetings
Ensure correct insurances are in place (board, and project engineers)

Secretary (required)
The publishing of the monthly newsletter
Centralized point for managing contact groups (Engineers, Friends, Newsletters)
Manage contact and communication with friends of EWB-NL
Ensures minutes of meetings are made and keep the MoM database up to date
Dealing with incoming (e)mail and reply to general (e)mail
Manage Google drive rights and keep the drive structured
Manage email system
Ensure preparation and publishing of a transparent annual report
Centrally manage accounts
Acts as backup for the treasurer

Treasurer (required)
Manage finance (bank account)
Prepare annual budget
Prepare annual account
Process financial declarations
Review and approve project budgets

QHSE & Compliance
Manage safety and safety procedures
Complete and manage safety handbook
Manage compliance with Safety handbook
Manage liability, insurance(s), quality and general compliance
Ensures and registers that code of conduct has been signed by all active engineers
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Public Relations
Create and facilitate exposure at events of other
organisations
Capture, execute and report on communication policy
Arrange for sufficient promotional material
Execute the social media protocol as per communication plan
(twitter/facebook/linkedin/other)
Website management
Coordinate the 'presentation team'
Develop, manage and ensure adherence to branding
guidelines

Projects Funding & Partnerships
Determine and execute financial policy
Manage contact with (potential) strategic and financial partner
organisations
Coordinate funding applications
Project evaluations with partners
Business Development team coordination

Projects, People and Knowledge
Manage contact and communication with engineers
Provide information on required project engineer skills and
experience
Recruit project engineers and coordinate manning of project
teams
Project evaluation (engineers)
Puts knowledge management/sharing system in place

Project Acquisition & Definition
Coordinate project acquisition
Coordinate project proposals
Projects evaluation with local partner
Focal contact point for Senior Expert Group (SEG)

Project Portfolio Manager
Contact register and contact with partner organisations
(government, spark, etc), incl subsidy coordination
Manage and optimize the Projects Portfolio
Keep the Portfolio Management Plan up to date
Deal with project proposals: go/no-go decision
Keep track on the project trajects and go/no-go decision
making process (for request/proposal/execution)
Keep in contact with the Coaches (‘Coach the Coaches”)
Project monitoring meetings
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Supervisory Board
A Supervisory Board of at least three members, which are not members of the board, will be setup to advise
and control the board to ensure the foundation meets the goals set out in the founding documents. One of
the supervisory board members, with the appropriate financial aptitude, will be responsible for controlling
the finances of the foundation. The supervisory board will meet at least once a year.

Board Support Teams
The board is supported by the following teams with the notion that the members of these teams are not
officially member of the board and hence do not legally represent EWB-NL.

Sustainable Development Team (SDT)
The Sustainable Development Team has the goal to support EWB-NL project teams on non-technical items
to achieve Financial, Institutional and Social sustainability. This is done by the following:
- Organise workshops and coachproject teams on social-cultural aspects in projects, keep the teams
focused on the user and local demand.
- Support the project teams and local partner on business plan development
- Have knowledge on financing mechanisms, best practices and key success factors on EWB type
of projects and lessons learnt on institutional, social and financial aspects
- To build, develop and maintain a network of local and global partners, sponsors, donors and
institutions that can provide skills, experience, funding and knowledge for project teams.
- Advise on training methods for local people, HR and competence development
- Support in communication and cooperation between the EWB project team and the local partner

Senior Expert Group
The Senior Expert Group consists of senior experts who are consulted for go / no-go decisions on project
execution and review of (critical) deliverables such as project execution plans, bases of design, budgets,
etc. The senior experts have a proven experience in project execution in developing countries. Regarding
the critical deliverables they mainly look at risks involved with the design and the risks of sending the
document to another party. In these they consider impact to the EWB engineers, EWB organization and
the beneficial community.
They can also be consulted for technical review in case the expertise is missing in a project team and the
team is unable to find this expertise outside the team. SEG can help to find the right expert to review.

Presentation & Promotion Team
A well-trained presentation team will be established. The team will do the following:
- Give presentations at companies to initiate partnerships
- Give presentation at events to promote EWB
- Create and keep the presentations library, separating them for the different target groups
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Our Vision
“Enable fair access to technological solutions and expertise
to sustainably improve well-being in underserved areas”
To achieve this we will work to further professionalize of EWB-NL and expand the number of projects. To
do so we will engage more engineers but also partners to build long-term relationships. Among the partners
will be local partners who will work on the local requesting side of our projects but also financial and strategic
partners who will support us financially or with specific knowledge and/or time. We will also professionalize
our communication as a means to engage people and organizations by showing what we do and why we
believe our approach has real impact.
We aim to raise the impact we create with our activities by:
- Building experience and knowledge in carrying out projects and developing best practices.
- Developing several success cases during the next two years, which will trigger a springboard effect
in the organisation at many levels (engagement, motivation, exposure, attractiveness…)
- Expanding our knowledge network, areas of expertise and influence within the NGOs in the
Netherlands and internationally.
- Expanding our professional network and establishing lasting financial and strategic partnerships,
which in turn will give us stability.
- Establishing and expanding a network of local partners that ensure a steady flow of project
proposals, from which we can develop interesting, impacting projects worldwide
- Also related with the organisation’s stability and robustness: gaining a steady and regular support
from our particular donors, ensuring that we achieve the critical number necessary for the
organisation’s operation.
- Professionalising the organisation by setting standards and procedures for administrative
processes and communication, including professionals with proven record and experience in the
project types we get involved with, and establishing a sound internal structure (teams, roles,
processes, operations...) for the organisation to function properly, transparently and according to
its principles.
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Our Goals for 2017
Goals 2017

Sub-Goals 2017

Critical results to meet our ambition
1. Projects. Positive impact realized: 2000 people 1.1 10 Projects in execution
wellbeing improved, e.g. access to drinking
water, access to electricity
1.2 5 Projects in preparation (proposal and plan)
Reference is made to the internal EWB
Portfolio management plan

2. Communication. Use communication as a 2.1 Set-up a fully operational website
means to engage people and organizations by
showing what we do and why we believe our 2.2 Professionalise our communication
approach has real impact
2.3 Execute communication policy ‘expose, inform
and join’ tailored to the target groups ‘Engineers’, ‘
F&S partners’, ’local partners’ and ‘Donors’.
Reference is made to the internal EWB Communication plan

3. Funding. To achieve sustainable funding for 3.1 Establish Friends of EWB program with 100
EWB-NL Projects, the EWB-NL organisation friends
and its activities.
3.2 Financial partners (organisations who
financially support us);
- 2 Charity funds
- 3 Companies
3.3 Strategic partners (organisations who jointly
work on projects):
- 3 Companies
- 2 Other organisations
3.4 Have 6 Project sponsors (organisations)

Reference is made to the internal EWB Funding plan

3.5 Generate € 10,000,- through crowdfunding for
specific projects

4. Safe project execution with 0 incidents
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Projects Portfolio Management
General
In order to achieve the above mentioned goals the following has been defined as for projects portfolio
management to result in controlled execution of projects. More specifically, the successful management of
the projects portfolio results in:
● A safe and healthy environment for EWB-NL’s engineers to work on projects;
● Well defined scope of project activities (what’s in, what’s out);
● A project management framework;
● Identified and controlled risks;
● Acquisition of new projects;
● Project coaches and team engineers;
● Controlled liabilities to EWB-NL;
● Assured safety of project team engineers
● Identified sources for funding;
● A clear and defined decision making process;
● Defined roles and responsibilities of engineers working on projects;
● Efficient standardization of the project management framework;
● Continuous improvement in terms of the quality of project processes and products.
Typical fields in which EWB-NL provides engineering support are:
● Drinking water
● Food security
● Sanitation
● Sustainable energy
● Infrastructure
● Start-ups or expanding SME’s
EWB-NL’s preferred development model is called the “Venture model” and is developed by Engineers
without borders Canada (http://www.ewb.ca/ventures). This approach would, for example, call on engineers
to shift from the simple mentality of drilling wells in Africa to the mentality of training changemakers prepared
to work alongside community entrepreneurs, leaders and volunteers to ensure that tens of thousands of
African wells are monitored and repaired.
EWB-NL aims to create synergy between projects resulting in a well-balanced projects portfolio and
continuous improvement of the quality of the project management framework. This will be achieved by:
● Creating diversity in the fields we are active in, so engineers from different field can participate in
projects;
● Creating a pool of project coaches who share their experiences and learn from each other;
● Learning from successes and failures by sharing these between project coaches and project team
engineers;
● Use project evaluations to improve quality of products and processes.
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Risk Management
Careful risk management is an essential component of the successful execution of projects by EWB-NL.
Risk management is strongly related to the liability of EWB-NL for project execution.
In general for projects the following general risks are to be taken into account:
1. Safety and Health of the participating engineers
2. Liability of EWB for damage or injuries
3. Professional liability
Risk control for the projects executed under the EWB project portfolio consists of the following:
1. Scope limitation: The voluntary project activities are to be limited to design, observation,
measurements and training. More risk full activities like construction (including working at height)
shall not be performed by EWB-NL Engineers. This is to be confirmed in the agreement between
the EWB engineer and EWB-NL (according to code of conduct).
2. Risk evaluation, control and monitoring for each project phase. The use of a phased project
approach and an evaluation of the risks for each stage gate will make it possible to take mitigating
measures where needed and in time.
3. One of the EWB-NL board members acts as a Safety Consultant for the EWB projects. The Safety
Consultant can be consulted in case of any questions or issues regarding HSE. The Safety
Consultant can always stop a project motivated on project safety and his/her judgement that the
safety of the engineers or other involved is no longer guaranteed.
4. For all projects that require travels to the project location the travel advice from the Dutch Ministry
of Foreign Affairs is to be consulted. Below schedule gives the different travel advice options and
the approach of EWB-NL.

Advise

Explanation

Approach EWB-NL

Green

No specific safety risks: In this country or region
safety risks are comparable to those in the
Netherlands.

EWB executes projects.

Yellow

Pay attention safety risks: In this country or
region safety risks differ from those in the
Netherlands. Prepare for additional risks and
be vigilant.

Investigate safety situation and risks. Ref.
Safety Handbook for extra measures.

Orange

Only necessary travel: Because of serious
safety risks in this country or region dangerous
situations may occur.

Project execution by EWB-NL requires
specific risk assessment for travel of
engineers to location. Ref. Safety
Handbook for extra measures.

Red

Do not travel: Because of severe safety risks in
this country or region life-threatening situation
may occur, like a war situation.

No project execution by EWB-NL

Risks are to be evaluated country or region specific. In case of a yellow or orange travel advice the locally
present PUM country coordinator is to be consulted. Behavior of the traveling engineer is to be based on
the travel advise, taking into account gender equality, travel at night, etc.
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5. Contracts and Agreements
As a prerequisite to start the project execution phase the following agreements/contracts need to
be in place
● Contract between client and EWB-NL. Reference is made to standard contract.
● Contract between Engineer and EWB-NL. Reference is made to standard contract.
6. Insurances
EWB-NL has the following insurances for project executions:
- Travel insurances
- Board liability
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Funding
The financial policy in the coming years will be focused on establishing sustainable funding for the EWB
organisation, project engineering and project investment.
Below the various EWB-NL activities are outlined which may require financing and why. There are two main
categories which are different in the party who is administrating the funds. The table describes the two
financing streams.

Activities
requiring
financing

EWB Organisation and Project Engineering

Project Investment

(through Foundation EWB-NL)

(through local partner/client)

●
●

●

●
●

EWB-NL Organisation Cost
Flight tickets to project location, local
accommodation
Insurances
Measuring equipment, software, etc

●

Investment for construction of the
project
Investments for training projects

The financing stream through the EWB foundation is further detailed below.

Activities requiring financing through the EWB Foundation
EWB-NL Project Organisation
An organisation that executes professional engineering projects by sending engineers abroad has certain
responsibilities in the project execution. These responsibilities are managed by a dedicated team which
coordinates these activities, ensures quality and has professional arrangements to cover the financing,
risks and liabilities.
More in detail supporting activities that require financing are:
1. Insurances to cover liabilities
2. Contributions to governmental arrangements (e.g. yearly ‘kamer van koophandel’ contribution for
the EWB foundation)
3. Establishment of an office space where board and project team engineers can work and meet
4. Keeping the website up to date
5. Promotional activities
6. Legal or contractual assistance where needed
7. Travel costs for team coaches to visit local partners, establish partnerships and make project
agreements locally
8. Financial management
9. Other not yet defined costs
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Financing will allow EWB-NL to:
● Support the engineers who contribute to wellbeing in developing countries by
applying engineering knowledge
● Professionalise and further develop the EWB-NL organisation such that continuity and quality can
be guaranteed
● Preserve current engineers and attract new engineers
● Finance part of projects which contribute to wellbeing in developing countries (EWB costs)

Project Engineering Execution
Project engineering costs for execution are defined as costs which are made indirectly by engineers to
successfully execute the engineering. This includes:
1. Time: will be sponsored by the participating engineers and where possible sponsored by
employers. Through the latter arrangement the engineer can spend time on project while being
paid (partially) by the employer.
2. Travel costs
3. Local accommodation
4. Software licences
5. Measuring equipment

Means for financing
For the funding for the EWB organisation and project engineering the following means will be used:
1. Friends of EWB program to engage individuals with a monthly/yearly contribution
2. Private donations from individuals for specific projects
3. Set-up of strategic and financial partnerships with other organisations
4. Subsidies
5. Donations from charity funds
6. Crowdfunding for projects
A small percentage (up to a maximum of 10%) of project funds may be used to partially cover EWB
organisational costs such as insurance, office space, email and web-hosting services.
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Continuity and sustainability
Responsibilities
In the below table an overview of responsibilities is given, which are further detailed in below sections.

EWB Organisation
(through Foundation EWB-NL)
Responsible
EWB organisational cost
to
obtain
funding for:

EWB Project Teams
(through Foundation EWB-NL)

Project Investment
(through local partner/client)

Project engineering
execution cost

Project Investment

Publication of:

Yearly Financial Statement & Project
budget
Budget of EWB foundation yearly/end
of
(including
summary
of financial statement
projects)

and Project
budget
and
project yearly/end
of
project
financial statement

Budget
Responsible

Treasurer Board

Treasurer Project Team

Local partner/client

Reports to

Board

Treasurer Board

Local partner/client

Approved by

Supervisory Board

-

-

Supported by

BDTeam

BDTeam

Project Team & BDTeam

EWB-NL
The continuity of the finances of EWB-NL as an foundation is yearly to be secured as described in this
financial plan. Priority will always be given to fixed expenses to keep the foundation alive such as an bank
account, website and subscription in the KvK. All remaining will be used for projects organisation cost and
as budgeted.

Project Teams
Project teams are in principle responsible for their own finances. This also entails the gathering of funds by
each project. To have a viable project for a long period, there should be a continue and sustainable financial
basis. For the project teams this means a long term vision on the funds needed for the project to start and
complete is needed. Goals should therefore be well defined and planned. Also the subsequent stages of a
project, after the involvement of EWB-NL has finished, should be considered. This will put in place a sound
financial future for the project from the local partner’s perspective.
Although most funding options will be welcome, a few criteria will apply to secure that the finances have
continuity and are sustainable:
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Companies and partnerships should be compatible with the goals of EWB-NL (e.g.
donations from an armament factory will likely be declined)
Partnerships will be set-up in cooperation with the EWB board
Donations etc. will be made to a project, not to an individual engineer of the project
Both the board of EWB-NL and the project teams may decline a donation if there are grounds to
do so
Long term and multiple project commitments are preferred
Non-earmarked funds will be used primarily for the start-up of projects

The board of EWB-NL and especially the treasurer should assist each project to help to obtain continuity
and sustainability in their finances. The treasurer will keep an overview of the different funding options and
could, where possible, make connections between the project’s finances.

Transparency
Transparency of the funding will be an important part of the responsibilities of EWB-NL towards all the
companies, funds, NGO's and individuals involved. More so because all funds will be transferred via a
single bank account. The treasurer will be principal accountable for the finances of EWB-NL and will report
the financial status. The supervisory board checks and approves the yearly statement which will be
published on the EWB-NL website.
Checks
Each project team organizes its own finances and makes a sponsor plan as part of the project proposal.
This will be one of the points for a go/no-go decision by the board of EWB-NL. All funds spent and received
will however be handled by the EWB treasurer through the EWB foundation bank account. Each
expenditure will be checked by both treasurers and will only be approved if sufficient revenues are available.
Each project may ask for a financial statement from the treasurer of EWB-NL at any time during the year
to check its own estimates towards the current budget.
Each year a financial statement of all finances of EWB-NL will be made by the treasurer of EWB-NL, a year
consists of the period between January 1st and December 31st of a given year. This statement will be
checked and approved by the EWB supervisory board who will appoint a team for the independent check.
The findings of these checks will be presented on the General assembly of EWB-NL in the year following
the financial year.
Reporting
As part of the yearly financial statement of EWB-NL the treasurer will in conjunction with the treasures of
the project teams publish a financial statement per project. This will give clarity towards the EWB Board,
the project team and is useful for communication towards sponsors and companies. These separate
statements will be part of the appendix of the total financial statement of EWB-NL. Via the appendices the
various revenues and expenses per project will be stated clearly
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Financial Reporting Organogram

ANBI status
In the Dutch code donations to charities are tax deductible. This only applies to charities with an ANBI
status (Algemeen Nut Beoogende Instelling). At the moment of writing EWB-NL does not have an ANBI
status, donations are therefore not tax deductible. The set-up of the EWB foundation is such that the
application can be made to obtain ANBI status so it is expected that mid 2016 donations to EWB-NL and
its projects will be tax deductible. The board of EwB-NL is responsible to obtain ANBI status and will take
action accordingly.

Legal Aspects
The legal aspects of sponsoring and the execution of projects are covered by the memorandum
“Risicobeperking Ingenieurs zonder Grenzen”.
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Communication
Our ambition is to use communication as a means to engage people and organizations by showing what
we do and why we believe our approach has real impact
The ambition is reached through the following principles:
● Reinforce and sustain our identity
● Be coherent and periodic in our communication
● Efficient communication (minimum effort (resources/time) for maximum impact)
● Building trust by transparency
● Show our impact
● Tailor communication to the right entity
● Be unique/special and profile with unique opportunities (“show the world we are the really cool
guys”)
In order to set more specific goals and strategies, we have defined four main steps in the communication
process: Expose ourselves, Inform those who get interested in us on what we do and why we believe our
approach is the right one, Join them (the ‘yes’ moment), and keep them engaged so that they stay with us.
The four steps are targeted towards four differentiated stakeholder groups (engineers, Donors, F&S
Partners and Local Partners).
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ENGINEERS
WITHOUT BORDERS
Improving well-being with Technology
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Appendix A: Budget 2017
Cost

2017
Euro / Year
€ 120,00
€ 50,00
€ 120,00
€ 500,00

Minimum running expenses

Bank account
Professional Website (cost of plugins)
Websitehosting (incl mailserver)
Brochures, business cards, print promo

Insurances

Travel insurance (partos 1.70 eur/day, min.500 eur)
Liability insurance
Board insurance

€ 2.000,00
€ 0,00
€ 330,00

Location

Start-up office + meeting room (80eur/mnt - shared)
Utilities (water, electricity), internet
Coffee, tea expenses
Beamer

€ 960,00
€ 0,00
€ 100,00
€ 500,00

Projects

Target project execution cost (1 person travel = 1000 eur)
Testing / prototyping cost

Events

6 events/year, 200 eur each + 6 drinks, 60 euro each

€ 1.560,00

contingency

€ 2.260,00

TOTAL Cost

€ 20.000,00
€ 500,00

€ 29.000,00

Revenues
Friends of EWB program (1 friends = 50 euro)
Revenues from strategic partnerships (3000 euro each)
Revenues from financial partnerships (1000 euro each)
Donations

€ 5.000,00
€ 15.000,00
€ 3.000,00
€ 6.000,00
€ 29.000,00

TOTAL Revenue
Net profit/loss

€ 0,00
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let’s do this together

Join us!
www.ewbnl.org
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